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The structure of locally compact vector spaces over complete division rings

topologized by a proper absolute value (or, more generally, over complete division

rings of type V) is summarized in the now classical theorem that such spaces are

necessarily finite-dimensional and are topologically isomorphic to the cartesian

product of a finite number of copies of the scalar division ring [9, Theorems 5

and 7], [6, pp. 27-31].

Here we shall continue a study of locally compact vector spaces and algebras

over infinite discrete fields that was initiated in [16]. Since any topological vector

space over a topological division ring K remains a topological vector space if K

is retopologized with the discrete topology, some restriction needs to be imposed

in our investigation, and the most natural restriction is straightness : A topological

vector space F over a topological division ring K is straight if for every nonzero

ae E,fa: X -^ Xa is a homeomorphism from K onto the one-dimensional subspace

generated by a. Thus if K is discrete, a straight A^-vector space is one all of whose

one-dimensional subspaces are discrete. Any Hausdorff vector space over a

division ring topologized by a proper absolute value is straight [6, Proposition 2,

p. 25].
In §1 we shall prove that if F is an indiscrete straight locally compact vector

space over an infinite discrete division ring K, then K is an absolutely algebraic

field of prime characteristic and [F : K] > X0. In §2 we shall see that finite-

dimensional subspaces of straight locally compact vector spaces need not be

discrete. In §3 we shall see that the validity of the Open Mapping and Closed Graph

theorems for straight locally compact vector spaces depends on whether those

spaces are generated by compact subsets. In §4 we shall study locally compact

algebras of linear operators. In §5 we shall obtain structure theorems for a com-

mutative semisimple straight locally compact algebra over an infinite discrete

field ; such an algebra is the topological direct product of a discrete algebra and a

local subdirect product of a sequence of algebras, each discrete and algebraically

the cartesian product of a family of fields, relative to finite subfields.

1. Straight locally compact vector spaces over infinite discrete fields. First we

shall determine which infinite discrete division rings admit indiscrete straight
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locally compact vector spaces. We recall that an absolutely algebraic field is a

field algebraic over its prime subfield.

Thus the absolutely algebraic fields of prime characteristic are the subfields

of the algebraic closures of the prime fields Zp, pis a prime ; such fields are neces-

sarily countable.

Theorem 1. If K is an infinite discrete division ring, then there exists an indiscrete

straight locally compact vector space over K if and only ifK is an absolutely algebraic

field of prime characteristic.

Proof. In [16, Example 1] the existence of an indiscrete straight locally compact

vector space over a discrete infinite absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic

was shown. Conversely, let F be an indiscrete straight locally compact vector space

over an infinite discrete division ring K. By [16, Theorem 5], the characteristic

of K is a prime. Let P be the prime subfield of K, let a e K, and let F be a compact

neighborhood of zero in E. Suppose that a were transcendental over P. Then

(«n)nSi would be an infinite sequence of distinct scalars, so by [16, Theorem 3],

there would exist «^ 1 such that W=aVr\a2Vr\ ■ ■ ■ n anFs V. Then «IFs W,

for if y e W, then yeV, whence ay e aV, and also y eaV r> ■ ■ ■ r\ an~1V, whence

ay e a.2 V n • • • n an V. As F is indiscrete, the neighborhood IF of zero contains a

nonzero vector w. Consequently, aw, a2w, a3w,..., would all belong to W by

what we have just proved, in contradiction to [16, Lemma 5]. Thus every element

of K is algebraic over P, so by a theorem of Jacobson [8, p. 183], K is commutative

and hence is an absolutely algebraic field.

If K is a ring, we shall denote by K* the set of nonzero elements of K.

Lemma 1. Let Kbea division ring, and let E be a K-vector space. If V is an additive

subgroup of E, then {XXV n ■ ■ ■ n XnV : Xx,..., Xne K*} is a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of zero for a topology on E that makes E a topological vector space

over the discrete division ring K.

Proof. Addition is continuous in both variables as XXVn ■ ■ ■ n XnV is a sub-

group. Also if a g K*, then a(a~1XxV<~\ • • ■ n a~1XnV) = XxVn • ■ • n XnV; conse-

quently, x —> ax is continuous at zero. As K is discrete, (A, x) —>■ Xx is continuous

at (0, 0) and for each a e E, X —>- Aa is continuous at zero. Hence F is a topological

vector space over K.

We shall call the topology defined on F in Lemma 1 the V-topology on F.

Theorem 2. Let E be a straight locally compact vector space over an infinite

discrete field K. Then E is totally disconnected and hence contains a compact open

additive subgroup. For any compact open subgroup V of E, the topology of E is the

V-topology.

Proof. Since the connected component F of zero in F is a closed subspace,

F is a straight locally compact connected 7i-vector space. If F were not the zero
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subspace, then F would not be compact since it would contain an infinite discrete

(and therefore closed) subspace, so by a theorem of Pontrjagin [13, Lemma 2,

p. 153], F would contain a nonzero element whose additive order is infinite, in

contradiction to Theorem 1. Therefore F={0}, so F is totally disconnected.

Consequently, the compact open additive subgroups of F form a fundamental

system of neighborhoods of zero [3, Corollary 1, p. 58]. The final assertion follows

from [16, Theorem 3].

If m is a linear form on a topological vector space over a topological division

ring whose topology is given by a proper absolute value and if the kernel of u is

closed, then u is continuous [6, Theorem 1, p. 26]. The corresponding assertion

for linear forms on straight locally compact vector spaces over infinite discrete

fields is a consequence of the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let E be a straight locally compact vector space over a discrete

infinite field K If M is a closed subspace of E satisfying codim MS X0, then M is

open.

Proof. As K is countable by Theorem 1, E/M is a countable set. As M is closed,

E/M is locally compact and hence a Baire space [4, Theorem 1, p. 110]. Therefore

the locally compact vector space E/M has an isolated point and hence is discrete.

Consequently, M is open.

Corollary 1. If dim Fá X0, then E is discrete.

Proof. We need only apply the theorem to the zero subspace.

Corollary 2. If u is a linear form on E, then u is continuous if and only if the

kernel of u is closed.

Proof. The kernel of « is a subspace of codim ^ 1.

Corollary 3. If M is a closed subspace of E satisfying codim M S X0 and if N

is any algebraic supplement of M, then N is discrete and E is the topological direct

sum of M and N.

Proof. Let p be the projection on N along M. As p ~ 1(0) = M is open by Theorem

3, p is continuous. Hence F is the topological direct sum of M and N [6, Proposition

12, p. 16]. As {0} = M n Nis open in N, N is discrete.

2. Finite-dimensional subspaces. If {ex,..., en} is a basis of a finite-dimensional

Hausdorff vector space E over a complete division ring K topologized by a proper

absolute value (or, more generally, over a complete division ring K of type V),

then (Xx,..., Xn)^Jil=x Xkek is a topological isomorphism from Kn onto F

[6, Theorem 2, p. 27], [9, Theorem 5]. The corresponding statement for finite-

dimensional straight locally compact vector spaces over infinite discrete fields is

also true (Corollary 1 of Theorem 3). Our primary purpose here is to show that the
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corresponding statement for finite-dimensional subspaces of straight locally com-

pact vector spaces over infinite discrete fields is not true in general.

To establish a criterion for the completion of a topological vector space to be

straight and locally compact, we need the following lemma. (We shall denote the

closure of a set G by G~.)

Lemma 2. Let G be a dense subgroup of a compact group G~. If H and K are

normal open subgroups ofG, then (H (~\ K)~ =77" n K~.

Proof. The kernel of the homomorphism x -> x(H~ r\ K~) from G into

G~I(H~ n K~) is G n H~ n K~ = H n K as 77 and K are open and hence closed

subgroups of G. Consequently, G/(HnK) is isomorphic to a subgroup of

G-/(/7- n K-), so (G- : H~ n K~)Z (G : H n K). But A: x(77 nK)-> x(H n A)~

is an isomorphism from G/(77nA) onto a dense subgroup of G~¡(H r\ K)~

[3, Proposition 21, p. 27]. As (77 n A)" is a neighborhood in G~ of the neutral

element [3, Proposition 7, p. 43], G~¡(H r\ K)~ is compact and discrete and hence

finite. Therefore Ais bijective, so (G~ : (H r\ K)~) = (G : Hn K)S(G~ : H~ n A").

As (77 n A)~ S77- n AT", (G" : 77~ n AT") á(G" : (77 n A)~); thus (G~ : (77 n AT)")

= (G": 7/- n A")<4-oo, so (HnK)- = H~ nK~.

Theorem 4. Let K be an infinite discrete field, let E be a vector space over K,

let V be an infinite additive subgroup ofE, and let E be topologized by the V-topology.

The completion E~ of E is an indiscrete straight locally compact K-vector space and

V~ is a compact neighborhood of zero in E^ if and only if the following three

conditions hold:
Io. (~){XV: AgA*} = {0}.

2°. If (Xk)kiX is any infinite sequence of distinct scalars, then there exists «äl

5McA rAar Xx V n • • • n AnF£ V.

3°. For all X e A*, V\(V n XV) is a finite group.

Proof. Sufficiency. The F-topology is Hausdorff by 1°, so F^ is Hausdorff.

To show that V is precompact, it suffices to show that for any Al5 ..., An g A*,

V/(V n Xx V o • • • n XnV) is finite, for then V is the union of finitely many cosets

of Vn XxVn---n XnV [2, Theorem 3, p. 229]. But the kernel of the homo-

morphism x^ (x + V n XXV,. ..,x+Vc\ XnV) from F into üf-i (V&Vc\ \V)),

a finite group by 3°, is VnXxVr\- ■ -nXnV. Consequently, V/(VnXxVn- ■ -r\XnV)

is isomorphic to a subgroup of a finite group and hence is finite. Therefore V~ is

a compact neighborhood of zero in F~. Moreover, F is indiscrete, for as V is1

infinite and V/(V n XxV n • • • n AnF) finite, V n XxV n • • ■ n AnF^{0}. Conse-

quently E~ is indiscrete.

Next we shall show that for any infinite sequence (ßk)kiX of nonzero scalars,

(ßxVn ■ • • n ßnV)nix is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in E.

Indeed, for any a g A* there exists mi: 1 such that a~1ßxVn ■ ■ ■ n a~1ßmV^, V
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by 2°, whence ßxV r\ ■ ■ ■ n ßmV^aV. Consequently for any uu...,«, e K*, there

exists n^l such that ßxVr\ ■ ■ ■ n ßnV&axVn • • n asV.

To show that F~ is straight, let z g F~, and assume that there exist infinitely

many nonzero scalars, A1; A2,..., such that Xkz e V' for all k^ 1. Then by Lemma 2,

applied to G~=(Xf1V+ ■ ■ ■ +K1V)~,

ze n (Ar1^- n-.-n x^v~) = ñ ((K'vy r\---n(x^vy)
71 = 1 n = 1

= ñ (Xf'Vn--. nX-'vy ={0}
n = l

as F~ is Hausdorff and as ((Xf^-Vn ■ • • n A~1F)")ns1 is a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of zero in F^ by what we have just proved and [3, Proposition 7,

p. 43]. Consequently, if z is a nonzero vector of E^, then K.z n V~ is finite; hence

F~ is straight.

Necessity. Condition Io holds as E~ is Hausdorff. By [16, Theorem 3], if (Xk)kiX

is any infinite sequence of distinct scalars, there exists n^ 1 such that XXV~ n ■ • •

r\XnV~c V-, whence (XxV~ n • • • n AnK") r\ E^V~ r\ F= K. But by Lemma 2,

applied to G-=(A1r+...+A,,K)-, Df-i W~ =0?=! (W «(flf-i W)~,
whence (n"=i A, F") n E=(f]f=x X¡V)- n E=(~)?=x XtV. Thus 2° holds. To show

that 3° holds, it suffices to note that V/(V n XV) is isomorphic to a subgroup of

V-/(V n XV)- [3, Proposition 21, p. 27] and that V~/(Vr\ XV)~ is compact and

discrete and hence finite since (V (~\ XV)~ is a neighborhood of zero in E~.

Let K be an infinite absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic p, equipped

with the discrete topology. To show that there exists a straight locally compact

Ä-vector space having a dense two-dimensional subspace, we need only find a

subgroup F of a two-dimensional AT-vector space F satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 4. To do so we shall first construct an automorphism o of the additive

group K.

As K is absolutely algebraic of prime characteristic, K is the union of a strictly

increasing sequence (ATn)nfe0 of finite fields. We may assume that K0 has more

than two elements. For each «äl, there exists ane Kn such that Kn = Kn_x(an)

by the Theorem of the Primitive Element [15, Theorem 49.9, p. 546].

We define recursively a sequence of mappings (on)n^0 such that each on is an

automorphism of the additive group Kn and, if n^ 1, on is an extension of on_x.

Let oQ be the identity automorphism of KQ. Assume that on_x is defined. As

ß-1on^1(ß)=ß~1o0(ß)=l for all ß e Kg, a set having more than one element, the

function ß -> ß " 1on _ x(ß) on K*_ x is not injective and hence not surjective, so there

exists yn_j g K*.x such that Yn-iTLß~1on-i(ß) for all ß e K*.v Letq = [Kn : Kn.x].

Then 1, a„,..., ag-1 is a basis of the .£„ ̂ -vector space Kn. We define on on Kn by

O-J  2   A*an)   =  CTn-l(^o)+yn-li 2   X^J
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for all A0,..., A,_i g A"n_i. Clearly <rn is an automorphism of the additive group

Kn that extends cn_x. Consequently we may define o on K by a({) = on(l) where «

is such that £ e Kn. Then a is clearly an automorphism of the additive group A".

Also, we define Ln to be the additive subgroup Arn_1o¡n4- • ■ • 4-A„_i<xíI~1 of Kn.

Thus the additive group Kn is the direct sum of Kn_x and Ln, and for each «^1,

the additive group K is the direct sum of Kn_x and 2mSn Fm.

Lemma 3. Fer « ̂  1, and let t,,ßeKn.Ifl$Kn^x and ifß $ Ln, then o(ßt) + o[ß)l.

Proof. Let q= [Kn : Kn-X]. For each ke[l,q—l] let

<~1 + k = Afc,0 + Afc,i«n+ • • • +Xkt9_xar1

where Ate>0, • • -, K.a-i e An_i. Similarly, let

ß = ßo + ßl<*n+---+ßq-l<-\

where Co, • • -, £3-1, ßo, ■ ■ -, ßq-i 6 A'n_1. By hypothesis, ß0^0 and £m^0 for some

»là 1. The coefficient of a™ in ßi is

Q-l

ßolm + ßllm-\+ ■ ■ ■ + ßmlo +    ¿    (ßklq - 1 + ßk + llq - 2 + ' ' ' + ßq - lík)K.m,
te-1

so the coefficient of am in a(j5£) is yn.x times that scalar. Also, the coefficient of

< in o(ß)t. is
3-1

^oKm + yn- lj8i£„-i+ ■ • • +7n- lßmi0+   2   Yn - lißktq - 1 + ' ■ ■ +j8,-l£fc)Afc.m.
Jc = l

Therefore the coefficient of am in ct(jSQ - o-(j3)£ is y„-ij80£m-cr(j8o)£m, which is not

zero since £„,#0 and since yn-ißo^a(ß<i) as ¿50#0. Therefore a(ßQ^o(ß)C.

Lemma 4. 7/ £ g An and if ß e 2min+xLm, then o(ßQ = o(ß)£.

Proof. By the additivity of <j, it suffices to prove that for each m^n+l,

o(ßö = o(ß)Z for all ßeLm. Let ß = IlZ\ ßkakm e Lm, where q=[Km : Km.x] and

ßx,...,ßQ-xeKm.x. Then t,eKm.x, so

*(ßQ = a(|Aw) = y.-x^AWtJ

Let {ei, e2} be a basis of a two-dimensional A-vector space F, and let

V = {ßex + o(ß)e2:ßeK}.

Clearly V is an infinite additive subgroup of F. Also, for each « ä 1 let

Vn = [ßex + o(ß)e2:ße £ 1*1.
L man        J
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Lemma 5. Let n^ 1, and let £e Kn. If£$Kn-x, then

Fn+1s Fnf-'Fs vn.

Proof. To show that Vn+x^VnC~1V, let ße2m^n+iLm. By Lemma 4,

o(ßO = o(ß)l, so ßex + o(ß)e2 = i-1[ßiex + o(ß0e2] e t~lV. To show that V nt^V

£K„ let ßex + o(ß)e2et,-iV. Then ^ + t,o(ß)e2 = yex + o(y)e2 for some y e K,

whence £j8 = y and t,o(ß) = o(y). Therefore o(ßC) = o(ßy. Let ß=ßx+ß2 where

ft g #„, ft g 2män + i ¿m- By Lemma 4, o(ß2C) = o(ß2)£, so by the additivity of <r,

cr(ft£) = o(ßxy. By Lemma 3, ft g Ln. Therefore ß e 2ma„ Lm, so ft?! + o(ß)e2 e Vn.

We may now show that V satisfies the three conditions of Theorem 4. By Lemma

5, Io holds. We observe also that if £ e Kg, then V^i^V. Indeed, for any ß e K,

ßex + o($)e2 = l-\iß + io($)e2}. If ¿S g 2„a i L„, then io(ß) = o(lß) by Lemma 4,

and hence ßex + o(ß)e2 e l~^V; if ßeK0, then ff(j8)=/S and a(£j8) = £ft whence

£aOS) = <x(£ft and thus ßex + o(ß)e2et.~xV; therefore by additivity, V<^l~^V. To

prove 2°, let (Afc)fcSl be an infinite sequence of distinct nonzero scalars, and let

£=A1; ik = XxXklx for all fc£l. We shall prove that Vn lfxVn ■ ■ ■ n l~^V

sKn £_1Ffor some nj^l. By the preceding, we may assume that £$K0. Let

n^l be such that {eKn — Kn_x. As Kn + X is finite, there exists m¡zl such that

£meK, — K,-x for some s^n + l. Consequently,

Vn^Vn-.-n^v^ Knar's Fs s Fn+1 s Fn^K

by Lemma 5. Thus Vn Xf1X2Vn ■ ■ ■ n Xx~1Xm + xV ç Vn Xf1V, whence

XxVn X2Vn ■ ■ ■ n Xm + xV^ XXVn V.

Therefore 2° holds. To prove 3°, let A e K*. By the preceding, we may assume that

A <£ K0. Let n^ 1 be such that A g Kn — Kn_x. As ß -> ßex + o(ß)e2 is an isomorphism

from/Conto F, by Lemma 5 we obtain (V : Vn XV)g(V : Vn + 1) = (K: 2mSn + iFm)

= cardinality of Kn<œ. Thus we have proved:

Theorem 5. If K is an infinite absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic,

equipped with the discrete topology, then there is an indiscrete straight locally compact

K-vector space that contains a dense two-dimensional subspace.

A general question of interest is the following: If K is a topological division

ring, is every straight Hausdorff two-dimensional vector space all of whose one-

dimensional subspaces are closed isomorphic to K21 By [17, Theorem 6] the

answer is yes if every Hausdorff AT-vector space is straight, and in particular if K

is of type V [17, Theorem 2] ; we have just seen that it is no if K is an infinite

discrete absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic.

If F is a topological vector space, the topological dual E * of E is the space of all

continuous linear forms on E; E* is total if for every nonzero x e E there exists

ue E* such that u(x)^0.

Theorem 6. 7/ F is an indiscrete straight locally compact vector space over an
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infinite discrete field K and if E contains a dense subspace M every proper subspace

of which is discrete, then F* = {0}.

Proof. It suffices to show that M*={0}. Suppose that there existed a nonzero

u e M*; then the kernel of u would be a proper open subspace of M and hence

would be discrete and open ; thus M itself would be discrete and hence closed, so F

would be M and hence would be discrete, a contradiction.

Thus, for example, there are no nonzero continuous linear forms on the spaces

mentioned in Theorem 5.

Theorem 7. IfE is a straight locally compact vector space over an infinite discrete

field K and if E* is total, then every finite-dimensional subspace of E is discrete.

Proof. If not, there would exist an indiscrete finite-dimensional subspace M

each of whose proper subspaces was discrete; consequently M~* = {0} by Theorem

6, so E* would not be total, a contradiction.

It is an open question whether the converse of Theorem 7 holds, that is, whether

the topological dual of a straight locally compact 7£-vector space all of whose

finite-dimensional subspaces are discrete is total. The space F constructed in

[16, Example 1] has a total topological dual, for the projection functions em:

(A„) -> Am are clearly continuous ; thus every finite-dimensional subspace of F

is discrete.

3. Compactly generated locally compact vector spaces. For what pairs of

straight locally compact vector spaces over infinite discrete fields are the Open

Homomorphism Theorem and the Closed Graph Theorem valid? The answer

concerns compactly generated vector spaces.

Definition. A topological vector space is compactly generated if it contains a

set of generators that is compact.

Thus every Hausdorff finite-dimensional vector space is compactly generated,

and a discrete vector space is compactly generated if and only if it is finite-

dimensional.

Theorem 8. Fer K be a topological division ring of prime characteristic. If S is a

compact subset of a locally compact, totally disconnected K-vector space E, then

there is a compact open subgroup V of E that contains S. In particular, if E is a

compactly generated, locally compact, totally disconnected K-vector space, then E

contains a compact open subgroup V that generates E.

Proof. Let P be the prime subfield of K. By [3, Corollary 1, p. 58], F contains

a compact open subgroup IF. As S is compact, there exist ax,..., ane E such

that Ss(J?=i (Oi+rV). Then V=P.ax-i-hP.an4-IF is a compact open sub-

group of F that contains S.

Theorem 8 applies, of course, to straight locally compact vector spaces over

infinite discrete fields by Theorem 2.
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Theorem 9. Let E and F be straight locally compact vector spaces over an infinite

discrete field K, and let u be a linear transformation from E into F. If F is compactly

generated and if the graph of u is closed, then u is continuous. If E is compactly

generated and ifu is a continuous epimorphism, then u is open.

Proof. By Theorem 2, F and F are complete and metrizable. If F is compactly

generated, by Theorem 8 F contains a compact open subgroup V that generates E;

thus

F=U{AiF+..-4-AnF: Ai,...,AnGA},

a countable union of compact sets since AT is countable by Theorem 1 ; consequently,

F is à-compact and hence is a Lindelöf space. Therefore the two assertions follow

from versions of the Closed Graph and Open Homomorphism Theorems for

topological groups [11, p. 213].

The hypothesis in Theorem 9 that the spaces be compactly generated cannot be

omitted, even if we assume further that the spaces are indiscrete. Indeed, let F

be an indiscrete straight locally compact A-vector space, and let F0 be F equipped

with the discrete topology. Then the graph of the identity mapping u from ExE

into Ex E0 is closed, but u is not continuous; also u'1 is continuous but not open.

Theorem 10. A straight locally compact vector space E over an infinite discrete

field K is the topological direct sum of a compactly generated locally compact subspace

and a discrete subspace. Indeed, if F is the subspace generated by a compact neighbor-

hood of zero and if M is any algebraic supplement of F, then F is locally compact,

M is discrete, and E is the topological direct sum of F and M.

Proof. Letp be the projection on M along F Then/)"^0)2F, a neighborhood

of zero, so p is continuous. Consequently, F is the topological direct sum of F

and M [6, Proposition 12, p. 16]. Also as F n M={0}, M is discrete. Clearly F

is locally compact.

Theorem 11. Let E be a compactly generated straight locally compact vector

space over an infinite discrete field K, and let M and N be supplementary subspaces

of E. Then E is the topological direct sum of M and N if and only if M and N are

closed and compactly generated.

Proof. Necessity. The projection p on M along N is continuous. Consequently,

if F is generated by the compact set V, then M is generated by the compact set

p(V). Similarly, N is compactly generated. Sufficiency. Let A be the algebraic

isomorphism (x, y) -> x+y from MxN onto F. As M and N are compactly

generated straight locally compact spaces, so is MxN. Consequently as A is

continuous, A is open and hence a topological isomorphism by Theorem 9.

Thus F is the topological direct sum of M and N.

Theorem 12. Let V and W be compact open subgroups of a straight locally

compact vector space E over an infinite discrete field K, and let Ev and Ew be the
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subspaces of E generated by V and W respectively. If Fs W, then Ew/Ev is finite-

dimensional.

Proof. As W is compact and V open, W/V is a compact discrete group and

hence is finite. Thus there exist ax,...,ameW such that W = yjT=\(ai+V).

Let M be the subspace generated by ax,..., am. It suffices to show that Ew = M+EV.

Let z e Ew. Then there exist Xx,..., Xne K such that z g XxW+ ■ ■ ■ + XnW, so

z=A1w1+ • • • +Xnwn where A, g A", wt e W for all ie[l, n]. For each ie [1, n] let

wi=aqii)+vi where q(i) e [1, m] and vt e V; then

n n

z = 2 V««> + 2 K^eM+Ey.
i = l i=l

Theorem 13. 7/F is a straight locally compact vector space over an infinite discrete

field K, then E is compactly generated if and only if E* is countable.

Proof. Necessity. By Theorem 8, F is generated by a compact open subgroup,

and by Theorems 1 and 2 there is a sequence ( Fn)n6 x of compact open subgroups

that is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero. For each n^ 1 let F„ be

the subspace generated by Vn. By Theorem 12, E/En is finite-dimensional. Conse-

quently, as K is countable, the space of all linear forms whose kernel contains Fn

is countable as it is isomorphic to the dual of E/En. But the kernel of a continuous

linear form on F is an open subspace and hence contains F„ for some n ̂  1. Thus

E* is countable.

Sufficiency. By Theorem 10, F is the topological direct sum of a compactly

generated subspace F and a discrete subspace M; let p be the projection on M

along F. Then u -> up is a monomorphism from the space M* of all linear forms

on M into E*. If M were infinite-dimensional, then M* and hence also E* would

be uncountable, a contradiction. Therefore M is finite-dimensional. Consequently

if C is a compact set of generators for F and if B is a basis of M, then C u B is a

compact set of generators for E.

4. Locally compact algebras of linear operators. For any topological vector

space Fit is natural to inquire whether the algebra of all continuous linear operators

on F is dense. One answer to this question involves straightness and the totality

of the topological dual.

Theorem 14. Let E be a nonzero topological vector space over a topological

field K, and let A be the algebra of all continuous linear operators on E. The following

statements are equivalent:

1°. E* is total.

2°. E is straight, and A is a dense algebra of linear operators that contains nonzero

linear operators of finite rank.

3°. E is straight, and every finite-dimensional subspace of E has a topological

supplement.
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Proof. For each a e E let/,: A -> Xa, X e K. To show that Io implies 2° let a be

a nonzero vector of F. By Io there exists ue E* such that u(a) = 1. Then the re-

striction of u to K.a is/,-1, so/a is a homeomorphism from K onto K.a; therefore

F is straight. Moreover, for any be E, va,b=fb ° ue A, the range of va¡b is Kb,

and va¡b(a)=b. Thus ^ is a primitive algebra of endomorphisms of the abelian

group F. Let g belong to the centralizer of A in the ring of all endomorphisms of the

abelian group E. As g ° va.a = va¡a ° g for all nonzero a e E, for each ae E there

exists XaeK such that g(a) = Xaa. If b is a scalar multiple of a, clearly A„ = Aa;

if {a, b} is linearly independent, then Xaa + Xbb=g(a) + g(b)=g(a + b) = Xa + ba

+ Xa+bb, so Xa = Xa + b = Xb. Therefore g is a scalar multiple of the identity linear

operator. Consequently by the Chevalley-Jacobson Density Theorem [14, p. 344],

A is a dense algebra of linear operators, and we have already seen that A contains

nonzero linear operators of finite rank.

By a well-known theorem of algebra [14, Exercise 32.27, p. 354], 2° implies

that if M is a finite-dimensional subspace of F, there is a continuous projection

from F onto M, whence M admits a topological supplement [6, Proposition 12,

p. 16].
To show that 3° implies Io, let a be a nonzero vector of F. By 3°, K.a has a topo-

logical supplement, and hence by the theorem just cited there is a continuous

projection p from F onto K.a. Then u=ff1 op is continuous as F is straight,

so ueE* and u(a) = 1.

Corollary. Let E and F be topological vector spaces over a topological field K,

and let M be a finite-dimensional subspace ofE. IfE* is total and if u is a continuous

linear transformation from M into F, then there is a continuous linear transformation

vfrom E into F that extends u.

Proof. By 3° of Theorem 14 there is a continuous projection p from F onto M.

Consequently, v = u ° p is the desired extension of u.

Theorem 15. Let E be a straight locally compact vector space over an infinite

discrete field K, and let A be the algebra of all continuous linear operators on E,

equipped with the compact-open topology.

1°. A is a complete, straight topological K-algebra.

2°. A is locally compact if and only if E is compactly generated.

3°. If E is compactly generated, then A is separable and metrizable.

4°. 7/F is indiscrete and if E* is total, then A is indiscrete.

Proof. As Fis complete and as A is closed in the space of all continuous functions

from E into F, equipped with the compact-open topology, A is a complete topologi-

cal algebra by well-known theorems [5, Proposition 9, p. 47, Corollary 3, p. 20].

To show that A is straight, let « be a nonzero linear operator in A, and let x e E

be such that u(x)^0. If F is a compact neighborhood of zero in F, then K.u

n {v e A : v(x) e V}={Xu : Xu(x) e V} is finite by [16, Lemma 5], so K.u is discrete

as {v e A : v(x) e V} is a neighborhood of zero in A.
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Assume next that A is locally compact. By Theorem 8, every compact subset

of F is contained in a compact open subgroup; hence there exist compact open

subgroups U and F of F such that W={u e A : u(U)ç,V} is compact. Let F be the

subspace of F generated by U, and let M be an algebraic supplement of F Then F

is the topological direct sum of F and M by Theorem 10, and consequently the

projection p on M along F is continuous. Clearly XpeW for all Xe K, so p = 0

by Io and [16, Lemma 5], and hence M={0}. Thus F=E, so F is compactly

generated.

Next, suppose that F is compactly generated, and let F be a compact open

subgroup that generates F. Then E=(Jn^x (A1F4-\-XnV) where (Xk)kix is an

enumeration of the elements of A", so F is locally compact, metrizable and a-compact ;

hence E is also separable [4, Corollary, p. 43], and consequently A is separable and

metrizable [5, Corollary, p. 34, and Corollary, p. 41]. Let W={ueA : h(K)sF}.

Then IF is a closed neighborhood of zero in A. Also W is equicontinuous since

IF(AxFn • • • n XnV)<=XxVn ■ ■ • n XnV for all Xx,..., XneK*. To show that IF

is compact, therefore, it suffices by Ascoli's Theorem [5, Corollary 3, p. 32] to

show that W(x) is relatively compact for each xe E. But if xe E, then there exist

Xx,..., XmeK* such that xe XXV+ ■ ■ ■ +XmV, whence W(x)^XxV+■ ■ ■+XmV, a

compact set. Therefore A is locally compact.

To prove 4°, let U be a compact subset of F, Va neighborhood of zero in F,

and let W={u e A : u(U)Q V}. By Theorem 14, A is dense and contains a projection

p on a one-dimensional subspace A.c. As A.e is discrete, p(U) is finite; let

p(U)={ßxc,..., ßnc}. The function x -> (ßxx,..., ßnx) from F into En is continu-

ous, and hence as F is indiscrete, there exists a nonzero vector be E such that

ßxb,..., ßnb e V. Also as A is dense there exists ue A such that u(c) = b. Conse-

quently, uop is a nonzero member of W.

We recall briefly the basic facts concerning primitive rings having minimal left

ideals. If A is such a ring, then A contains a minimal idempotent e, eAe is a division

ring, the additive group Ae becomes a right e^4e-vector space by defining scalar

multiplication to be the restriction of multiplication on AtoAex eAe, and simi-

larly the additive group eA becomes a left eAe-vector space by defining scalar

multiplication to be the restriction of multiplication on A to eAexeA. For each

a g A, aL: x -> ax is a linear operator on the right vector space Ae, and aR: x-> xa

is a linear operator on the left vector space eA ; finally, a -> aL is an isomorphism

from A onto a dense ring AL of linear operators on Ae, and a -+ aR is an anti-

isomorphism from A onto a dense ring AR of linear operators on eA, and both

AL and AR contain nonzero linear operators of finite rank [8, Chapters 2 and 4].

If in addition A is a locally compact ring, then the induced topology on eAe

makes eAe a locally compact division ring [12, Theorem 3], [10, Theorems 7-9],

and the induced topologies on Ae and eA make them straight locally compact

vector spaces over eAe [16, Lemma 1]. If AL and AR are topologized so that a->aL

and a->aR respectively are homeomorphisms, then AL and AR are locally compact
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rings whose topologies are stronger than the compact-open topology, since

(u, x) -> u(x) is continuous from AL x Ae into Ae and also from AR x eA into eA

[5, Corollary 1, p. 46].

Before giving examples of compactly generated locally compact primitive

algebras having minimal left ideals, we recall that by a theorem of Kaplansky

[9, Theorem 8], the topology of an indiscrete locally compact division ring D is

defined by an absolute value, its center Cis indiscrete, and [D : C]< +oo. Conse-

quently, if K is an infinite subfield of D, then K is indiscrete ; for if there exists

zeK* such that \z\ ^ 1, then either zn -»■ 0 or z'n -+ 0, and thus K is indiscrete;

hence if K were discrete, K would be a closed subset of the closed unit ball, a

compact set, which is impossible.

Let D be an indiscrete locally compact division algebra over an infinite topologi-

cal field K, and let A be the ring of all linear operators on a finite-dimensional

topological /)-vector space F. As D is finite-dimensional over its center C, A is a

finite-dimensional C-algebra, and hence as C is indiscrete, A has a unique Haus-

dorff topology making it a topological C-algebra, namely, the compact-open

topology. As K is algebraically isomorphic to a subfield K' of C, A is in a natural

way a locally compact A-algebra. Moreover, A is a compactly generated /C-algebra,

for as K' is indiscrete, K' contains scalars of arbitrarily large absolute value, so

the closed unit ball B of C is a compact set of generators of the A-division algebra C,

and consequently B.S is a compact set of generators of the A-algebra A, where

S is a basis of the C-algebra A. In sum, A is an indiscrete, compactly generated,

locally compact primitive AT-algebra having minimal left ideals. Actually, every

indiscrete, compactly generated, locally compact primitive A-algebra having

minimal left ideals arises in this manner :

Theorem 16. Let K be an infinite topological field, and let A be a locally compact

primitive K-algebra having minimal left ideals. Then A is compactly generated if

and only if one of the following two possibilities holds:

Io. A is topologically isomorphic to the locally compact K-algebra of all (continu-

ous) linear operators on a finite-dimensional locally compact vector space over an

indiscrete locally compact K-division algebra D.

2°. A is discrete and algebraically is isomorphic to the K-algebra of all linear

operators on a finite-dimensional vector space over a K-division algebra D satisfying

[D : A]<+oo.

Proof. To complete the proof that the condition is sufficient, we need merely

observe that if A is the algebra described in 2°, then A is finite-dimensional over K

and hence is compactly generated. Necessity. Let e be a minimal idempotent of A.

Then D = eAe is a locally compact A-division algebra whose topology is thus

defined by an absolute value. If D is indiscrete, the vector spaces Ae and eA are

finite-dimensional, and Io follows. We shall assume, therefore, that D is discrete.

If F is a compact set that generates the A-vector space A, clearly Ve is a compact
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set that generates the A-vector space Ae and hence also the right 7>vector space

Ae, and similarly e V is a compact set that generates the A-vector space eA and

hence also the left Z)-vector space eA. Thus Ae and eA are straight compactly

generated locally compact vector spaces over the infinite discrete division ring D.

By Jacobson's theorem [8, p. 77], the restriction of multiplication to eA x Ae is a

nondegenerate bilinear form. Suppose that ,4e were indiscrete, whence D would be an

absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic by Theorem 1 ; then Ae would be

isomorphic to a subspace of the topological dual of the D-vector space eA and

hence would be countable by Theorem 13. But a countable locally compact group

is discrete by Baire's theorem [4, Theorem 1, p. 110]. Hence ,4e is necessarily

discrete and consequently is a finite-dimensional vector space over D. Since the

topology of AL is stronger than the compact-open topology, therefore, AL and hence

A are discrete. Thus A is finite-dimensional over K, whence D is also, and 2° holds.

The same argument applies to locally compact primitive rings having minimal

left ideals : If e is a minimal idempotent of such a ring A such that eAe is infinite

and Ae and eA are compactly generated e^e-vector spaces, then A is topologically

isomorphic to the ring of all linear operators on a finite-dimensional locally com-

pact vector space over a locally compact division ring.

Theorem 16 shows that there is no analogue of Theorem 10 for algebras, that is,

that in general a locally compact algebra is not the topological direct product of a

compactly generated subalgebra and a discrete subalgebra. The following theorem

improves Theorem 6 of [16].

Theorem 17. Let A be a locally compact primitive algebra having minimal left

ideals over a topological field K. If any one of the following three conditions holds,

then either A is discrete, or A contains an identity element and is finite-dimensional

over its center.

1°. Kis indiscrete.

2°. K is infinite but is not an absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic.

3°. K is infinite, and A is compactly generated.

Proof. Let e be a minimal idempotent of A, and let D = eAe. If D is indiscrete,

then as in the proof of Theorem 16, Ae is a finite-dimensional D-vector space,

and the result follows. We shall assume, therefore, that D is discrete. Then K is

also discrete as A -> Ae is continuous from K into D ; thus by hypothesis either 2°

or 3° holds. To prove that A is a straight A>algebra, let a be a nonzero element of A.

Then there exists x e eA such that xa = aR(x)^0. As eA is a straight D-vector space,

there exists a neighborhood F of zero in A such that eV C\ D.xa={0}. Let IF be a

neighborhood of zero in A such that x Wç V.lfwe W r\ K.a, then w=Xa for some

XeK, and hence xw=(ex)(Xa) = (Xe)(xa) e D.xa, and also xw=exwe eV; thus

Ae = 0, so A = 0 and hence w = 0. Consequently, A is straight. Therefore the con-

clusion follows if 2° holds by Theorem 1, and it follows also if 3° holds by Theorem

16.
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We conclude with an example of an indiscrete straight locally compact dense

algebra of linear operators on a discrete vector space. Let A be a discrete infinite

absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic. Let A be the algebra of all con-

tinuous linear operators on an indiscrete compactly generated straight locally

compact A-vector space E whose topological dual is total, and let A he equipped

with the compact-open topology. Then A is an indiscrete straight locally compact

dense algebra of linear operators by Theorem 15, and moreover A contains a

projection e on a one-dimensional subspace K. c of F. As A is dense and A com-

mutative, A-> Xe is an isomorphism from A onto eAe; we shall identify K with

eAe by means of this isomorphism. The algebraic isomorphism u —> u(c) from the

A-vector space Ae onto F is clearly continuous; to show that it is open, let U be a

compact subset of E, let F be a neighborhood of zero in F, and let W=

{ue A : m(C/)£ V}. Then e(U) is a compact subset of the discrete space K.c and

hence is finite; let e(U) = {Xxc,..., Xnc}. Clearly ueAenW if and only if

u(c) e Xf1 V n ■ ■ ■ n A~1V. Thus u -*■ u(c) is a topological isomorphism from Ae

onto E; in particular, Ae is a compactly generated A-vector space. As in the proof

of Theorem 16, eA is algebraically isomorphic to a subspace of (Ae)*, hence is

countable, and therefore is discrete. Let F be the discrete A-vector space eA,

and let B=AR, equipped with the topology for which the anti-isomorphism

a ->- aR from A onto B is a homeomorphism. Then B is an indiscrete straight

locally compact A-algebra, and B is a dense algebra of linear operators on F

The topology 3~ of B is strictly stronger than the compact-open topology. Indeed,

let B' be the algebra of all (continuous) linear operators on F, equipped with the

compact-open topology 3~'. Then B is dense in B' since ST' is also the topology

of pointwise convergence. If the topology induced on B by 3T1 were 3~, then B

would be a complete dense subalgebra of B', so B would be B' and hence 3~ would

be if ', which is impossible since by Theorem 15, ZT' is not locally compact.

5. Commutative semisimple straight locally compact algebras over infinite discrete

fields. For each i e I let C, be a topological algebra with identity 1, over a discrete

field K, and let H he an open subring of C, that contains 1,. We assume further

that for each ae K, a. 1, g 77, for all but finitely many i g 7. Then the subset A

°f He; Cu defined by

A = hx,) e Y\ C : xL e 77, for all but finitely many i e IL

is clearly a subalgebra of FI C ; equipped with the topology for which the filter

of neighborhoods of zero of the topological ring FJ_ Ht is a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of zero, A is easily seen to be a topological A-algebra, called the

local direct product of (Ct),e, relative to (H)ÍS¡ [7, p. 7]. Any subalgebra of A that

contains \~\ 77„ equipped with the induced topology, is called a local subdirect

product of (C,)ie7 relative to (Ht)l€l. It is easy to verify that A is straight if and

only if each C, is, and that if each C, is straight and A countable, then / is countable.
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If each 77, is compact, then every local subdirect product is clearly locally compact.

Also a local subdirect product B is semisimple provided each of its projections

prL(B) is semisimple [8, Proposition 1, p. 10]. In summary:

Theorem 18. Let K be an infinite discrete field, and for each «SO let Cn be a

straight commutative locally compact K-algebra with identity element ln, and let Hn

be a compact open subring of Cn that contains ln. Assume further that for each a g A",

a.lne Hnfor all but finitely many « ̂  0. FAe« eacA local subdirect product B of(Cn)n¡, 0

relative to (77n)nao such that each prn(B) is semisimple is a straight semisimple

commutative locally compact K-algebra with identity.

Our structure theorem for straight semisimple commutative locally compact

algebras over infinite discrete fields [Theorem 20] is that any such algebra is the

topological direct product of a discrete algebra and a local subdirect product B of

(Cn)näo relative to (Hn)ni0, where each Cn is algebraically the cartesian product

of fields and topologically is discrete, where each pr„(7?) is an algebraically dense

and hence semisimple subalgebra of Cn, and where each 77n is a finite subfield of Cn

containing the identity element of Cn. However, to determine necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for such an algebra to be, for example, compactly generated,

it is desirable to direct attention to the fields of which Cn is the cartesian product

and the various subfields of given finite order of Cn that contain the identity

element.

For simplicity, let us assume that A is an infinite subfield of the algebraic

closure £2 of the field Zp, that Cn = Tiyer„ Ky, where each Ky is an extension field

of K all of whose elements algebraic over Zp belong to Q, and that the index sets

r„ are mutually disjoint, so that they form a partition of r = (Jnè0 Fn. If 77n is a

finite subfield of Cn that contains the identity element 1 „ = (1 y) of Cn, then there is an

isomorphism an from a finite subfield Fn of Q onto 77n; consequently for each

y e Tn, Gy = pry » an (where pry is the canonical projection from C„ onto Ky) is

an isomorphism from F„ into K7 as ln e Hn, and therefore ay is an automorphism

of Fn since Ü contains only one subfield having a prescribed finite number of

elements ; replacing the given isomorphism an from F„ onto 77„ by onvjx for some

ß e rn, we may as well assume that one of the cr/s is the identity automorphism

of Fn ; moreover,

Hn = J(vy(z))eyiKy:zeFn\.
I rer„ J

Conversely, if (ay)yern is a family of automorphisms of F„ containing the identity

automorphism, then Hn, defined as above, is a finite subfield of Cn that contains

its identity element and is canonically isomorphic to Fn. The requirement that for

each ae K, a. ln e Cn for all but finitely many «^0 is clearly equivalent to the

condition that for each ae K there exists mäO such that for all « > m, ae Fn

and oy(a) = a for all y e Tn. We are therefore led to the following definition :

Definition. Let Q. be the algebraic closure of the field Zp of integers modulo p,
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and let K be an infinite subfield of O. A family of K-ingredients consists of a family

of fields (Ky)yer indexed by a set T, a sequence (r„)„ao of subsets of T, a sequence

(Fn)„>o of finite fields, and a family (oy)yer of mappings such that the following

conditions hold:

Io. Each Ky is an extension of K, and the field of elements of Ky algebraic over

Zp is a subfield of D.

2°. (rn)„a0 is a partition of T.

3°. For each n^O, (Ky)y£r<i is a family of field extensions of F„, and (oy)yí¡rn

is a family of automorphisms of Fn that contains the identity automorphism.

4°. For each a e A there exists m^O such that for all n> m, a e Fn and oy(a) = a

for all y g r„.

Let (Ky)yer, (rn)^ao, (F,)n6o, (<Jy)yer be a family of A-ingredients. For each

n^O let Cn be the A-algebra Flyer,, Ky, equipped with the discrete topology, and

let /7„ be the subfield {(oy(z)) e Cn : z e Fn} of C„. The full algebra defined by

(Ky)ysr, (rn)n6o, (Fn)nâ0, (<7y)ysr is the local direct product A of (Cn)ni0 relative

to (//„)„äo, and the ring defined by that family is the ring V defined by

V = YJ Hn = I(xy) ey\Ky: there exists (zn) e J~] Fn
nSO (^ yer nSO

such that for every n ^ 0, xy = oy(zn) for all y g Tn i-

(we identify canonically the A-algebra Una o C„ with the A-algebra Flyer Ky).

Each local subdirect product B of (C„)na0 relative to (//„)„& o that satisfies the

following density property is called an algebra defined by that family: For each

(ay) e A and each finite subset A of F, there exists (by) e B such that by = ay for all

y g A.
Clearly if each Fn is finite, the only algebra defined by this family of A-ingredients

is the full algebra A. For future reference, let ek be the idempotent of V whose

yth component is 1 or 0 according as y g Tk or y£ Fk. Then V(l— 2™=o^) =

rinso H'n where H'n={0} if n^m and H'n = Hn if n>m; consequently the sequence

(F(l — 2fc=o et))mio is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in any

algebra defined by that family of A-ingredients.

Theorem 19. Let A be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure Q, of Z„,

equipped with the discrete topology. Let A be a commutative semisimple indiscrete

straight locally compact K-algebra. If B is the ideal of A generated by a compact

open subring V, then there is a topological isomorphism $ from B onto a locally

compact K-algebra B' defined by a family of K-ingredients that takes V onto the

ring V defined by that family.

Proof. Since B is an ideal of A, B is semisimple [8, Theorem 1, p. 10], and B is,

of course, commutative and locally compact. We first observe that by a theorem

of Kaplansky, the intersection of all the closed regular maximal ideals of B is {0}.
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Indeed, this follows from [10, Theorem 12] if B has an identity element, since A

has prime characteristic and B is totally disconnected (Theorems 1 and 2). If B

lacks an identity element, we may apply Kaplansky's theorem to B+, the A-algebra

containing B as an ideal that is the vector space direct sum of B and the one-

dimensional subspace generated by an identity element e. To show that the F-

topology on B+ is compatible with multiplication, it suffices to show that

x -*• x(b+ße) is continuous at zero, where b e B, ß e K* ; but if U is~an open sub-

group of B and if W is an open subgroup of U such that IFAs U, then

(vVnß-1W)(b+ße)^U. Also, B+ is straight since V n K.b={0} if b$B. To

show that if m is a maximal ideal of B+ other than B, then m n B is a maximal

ideal of B, it suffices to show that the canonical monomorphism A: x+(m n B)->

x+m from 7J/(m n B) into B+/m is actually surjective, for then F/(m n 7?) is a

field. As m is not contained in B, there exist a#0 and ce B such that c+aeem;

consequently, for any b+ßee B+,

h((b-a~^c) + (m n A)) = (b-a~^c) + m

= (b-a-1ßc) + a-1ß(c+ae) + m

= (b+ße) + m.

Now B+ is semisimple (cf. [8, p. 11]); therefore by Kaplansky's theorem the inter-

section of the closed maximal ideals of B+ is {0}; consequently by the preceding,

the intersection of the closed regular maximal ideals of B is {0}.

Next we shall prove that a closed regular maximal ideal m of F is open. Equipped

with its quotient topology, B/m is a locally compact ring that algebraically is a

field; hence B/m is a locally compact field [12, Theorem 3], [10, Theorems 7-9].

Let A' be the image of K in B/m under the canonical monomorphism A -> Ae4-m

where e4-m is the identity element of B/m. If a is a nonzero element of A', then

every power of a belongs to P[a]*, where P is the prime subfield of A'. But P[a]* is

finite as A is an absolutely algebraic field of prime characteristic, and consequently

an 4> 0. As A' is an infinite discrete subfield of the locally compact field B/m,

therefore, 7?/m is discrete. Thus m is open.

We shall show next that if m is a closed regular maximal ideal of B, then m n V

is an open regular maximal ideal of V. Indeed, as m is a regular ideal of the ideal B,

m is an ideal of A and consequently m n Fis a proper ideal of Fas the ideal generated

by V is B. Also, m n V is open by what we have just proved, so F/(m n V) is

discrete and compact and hence is a finite ring. But V¡(m n V) is isomorphic to

the subring ( F4- m)/m of the field 73/tn and hence is a finite commutative ring having

no proper zero divisors. Consequently, F/(m n V) is a finite field, so m n F is an

open regular maximal ideal of V.

Let (nty)yer be a family of distinct closed regular maximal ideals of B such that

Dyer mr = {0} (for example, by the preceding we may choose (my)yer to be the family

of all closed regular maximal ideals of B). Let (rn)nES be the partition of T de-

termined by the equivalence relation R on T satisfying ßRy if and only if m^ n F
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= my n V. (We shall shortly see that S is denumerable and hence may be taken to

be the set of natural numbers.) For each y e F let </>y he the canonical epimorphism

from B onto B/my, let gy be a A-isomorphism from B/my onto an extension field

Ky of K all of whose elements algebraic over Zv belong to Q, and let hy be the

canonical monomorphism x+(mynV)^-x+my from V/(my n V) onto ( V+ tny)/my

= <f>y(V). For each n e S let ft be an element of Fn, and let Fn=gßn(<f>Bn(V)). For

each y g rn, </>y(V) is isomorphic to V/(my n V)=V/(mßri n V) and hence to

<f>en(V); we saw earlier that V/(my n V) is afinite field;thereforegy</>y(V) is a finite

subfield of Ky having the same number of elements as F„, and hence gy<f>y( V) = Fn

as a field contains at most one subfield having a prescribed finite number of elements.

For each y g Fn let

oy = gyohyo Aj.1 ° (gj1 I F„).

Then oy is an automorphism of Fn, and for each xeV,

(>) gy4>y(x) = <7y(&!n(<M*)))

for all y g r„. Moreover, oßn is the identity automorphism of Fn.

Let Y be the mapping from V into Fines F, defined by

Y(x) = (ft.(^.W))MS.

The kernel of the restriction to F of gßn</>ßn is the open regular maximal ideal

mßn n V of V, so Y is continuous from F into fines F„, where each Fn has the

discrete topology. The kernel of Y is

H (m,„ n K) - H (w, n K) - {0}.
neS yer

Also, as (mßn n V)neS is a family of distinct regular maximal ideals of V, Y(K)

is dense in Fines F, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem [14, Exercise 35.25(c),

p. 393]. Therefore Y(F) is a compact dense subset of fines Fn and hence is all of

fines Fn. In particular, V has an identity element ; also as V is metrizable, S is

countable, so we may assume that S is the set of natural numbers.

To show that (Ay)ygr, (r„)n6o, (Fn)„ao, (oy)yer is a family of A-ingredients, it

remains for us to show that 4° of the Definition holds. Let a e A*. As Y is a

topological isomorphism, there exists w^O such that Y(Fn a"1F)^f[ngoFn

where Ln = {0} if n £ m and Ln = F„ if n > m. Consequently there exists w e V na~1V

such that Y(w) = (en), where en = 0 if n^m and e„ = 1 if n>m. Let n>m. Then

^n(^n(W'))=1' S0

« = ft.0i.(«w) G^„^n(F) = F„.

Also if y g rn,thenby(l)

CTy(«) = °y{gßn{<l>i>n(aw))) = gy<f>>(<*W)

= agy<j>y(w) = ctoy(gBn(^n(w)))

= aoy(l) = a.
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Let A' and V be respectively the full A-algebra and ring determined by the

family of AT-ingredients (Ay)ysr, (r„)n6o, (Fn)n6o, (<7y)yer, and let

®(x) = (gy<f>y(x))yer

for all xeB.By (1), <D(F)ç V. Conversely, let (yy) e V, and let (zn) e n„so Fn

be such that <ry(zn)=yy for all ye Fn and all n^O. Then by the preceding, there

exists xe V such that Y(x) = (zn), whence for each «^0 and each y e F„,

gy<f>y(x) = °y(gßn(4>ßn(x))) = Oy(zn) = yy

by (1). Thus ®(x) = (yy); hence <P(F)= V.

To show that Í>(F)£^', let a e B. As z ->- za is continuous, there is a neighbor-

hood IF of zero in V such that Use V. As before, there exists w^O and w eW

such that gSn^B(w) is 0 or 1 according as nSm or «>m. For each «^0 let

zn=gen<f>Sn(wa) g Fn. If « > m and if y g r„, then by (1), as w and wa belong to V,

Oy(Zn) = gy<f>y(wa) = gy<py(w) ■ gy<f>y(a)

= ay(gßn(<t>ßn(w)))-g/py(a)

= °y(l)-gy<t>y(a) = gy<Py(d).

Thus 0(a) g A'. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, if (ay) e A' and if A is a

finite subset of F, there exists (Ay) g <5(F) such that by=ay for all y g A. Thus as

the topology of B is the F-topology, O is a topological isomorphism from B onto

a locally compact AT-algebra defined by a family of A-ingredients.

Theorem 20. Fer A ¿e an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure ofZp, equipped

with the discrete topology. A commutative semisimple indiscrete straight locally

compact K-algebra A is the topological direct product of a discrete commutative

semisimple K-algebra and a K-algebra topologically isomorphic to a locally compact

algebra defined by a family of K-ingredients.

Proof. As A is totally disconnected (Theorem 2), A contains a compact open

subring V [10, Lemma 4]. Let B be the ideal generated by V. By Theorem 19, B is

topologically isomorphic to a locally compact algebra defined by a family of

7^-ingredients. In particular, B has an identity element e, and hence A is the direct

product of the ideals B and C={x — xe : x e A}. As C n F={0}, C is discrete and

the projection on C along B is continuous ; hence A is the topological direct product

of B and C. As C is an ideal of A, C is semisimple [8, Theorem 1, p. 10].

Certain natural questions present themselves concerning the family of K-

ingredients (Ay)yEr, (r„)n6o, (Fn)nitQ, (<ry)ysr occurring in the proof of Theorem 19,

namely: (1) When does 0(F) contain the outer direct sum 0yEl, A^ of (Ky)yer?

(2) When is each Fn finite ? (3) What special properties must the family possess for

B to be compactly generated? (4) What is the relationship between two families

of A-ingredients defining isomorphic locally compact algebras ?
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Minimal ideals play an important role in answering these questions. We recall

that the socle of a commutative ring is the sum of all its minimal ideals.

Lemma 6. Let A be a commutative ring having no nonzero nilpotent ideals.

1°. The minimal ideals of A are precisely those ideals that are subfields of A.

2°. If m is the annihilator of an ideal a, then a is minimal if and only if m is a

regular maximal ideal, in which case A is the direct product of a and m.

3°. If A is the direct product of ideals B and C and if a is a minimal ideal of A,

then a is either a minimal ideal of B or a minimal ideal ofC.

Proof. 1° is a consequence of [8, Proposition 1, p. 57; Proposition 1, p. 65].

Consequently, if a is a minimal ideal and if e is its identity element, the annihilator

m of a is {x—xe : x e A}; therefore A is the direct product of m and a, so A/m is

isomorphic to the field a and hence m is a regular maximal ideal. Conversely, if

the annihilator m of a is a regular maximal ideal, then m n a = {0} as A has no

nonzero nilpotent ideals, and A = m + a; thus A is the direct product of m and a,

and consequently a is minimal since it is isomorphic to the field A/m. To prove

3°, let e be the identity element of a minimal ideal a, and let e = ex + e2 where

exeB, e2eC. Then exe2=0, so ex = exeea, e2 = e2eea, and e\ + e\ = (ex + e2)2

= ex + e2 and thus ex and e2 are idempotents of a; as o is a field, one of ex, e2 is 0

and the other is e; hence either açB or ae C. As a is a field, a is clearly a minimal

ideal of any subring of A that contains it.

Lemma 7. Let Abe a commutative ring, let (my)yer be a family of distinct regular

maximal ideals of A such that Dyer ™y={0}, and let A' be the image of A under the

monomorphism <£: x-> (x + my)from A into flyer (A/my). The following statements

are equivalent:

Io. A'^@yeT(A/my).

2°. Each my is the annihilator of a (necessarily minimal) ideal.

3°. 7/AcT, then Ç^ysAmyï{0}.

Moreover, if these conditions hold, the socle S of A' is @yer (A/my).

Proof. By hypothesis, A is semisimple and hence has no nonzero nilpotent

ideals. Assume that Io holds. Then for each ß e F there exists a nonzero y0 e A

such that yß e my for all y^ß- If x g m^, then xyB e P|y6r my={0}; hence tne is

contained in the annihilator m' of the ideal generated by yB; as A is semisimple,

m' is a proper ideal, and therefore mß = m!. Thus 1° implies 2°.

To show that 2° implies 3°, for each y g F let ey he the identity element of the

(minimal) ideal annihilated by mB. If ß e F, then eBey = 0 for all y^ß as

AeB n Aey={0}, so eß e f\yi¡B my.

For each ß e F let e'ß be the idempotent of 0yer (A/my) whose yth component

is 1 or 0 according as y=ß or y^ß- If Io does not hold, then e'B$ A' for some

ßeF; hence for every x e A, if x $ mB, then x $ my for some y^ft consequently,

if xe C\yiB my, then xe P|yer my={0}, so (~)y*B wiy = {0}, and 3° does not hold.
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Assume finally that l°-3° hold. The minimal idempotents of A' are then clearly

the idempotents e'B where ß e F, so 5 = ©yer (^/my).

Lemma 8. Let S be the socle of a nonzero commutative ring A that contains no

nonzero nilpotent ideals. The following statements are equivalent:

Io. Every nonzero ideal of A contains a minimal ideal.

2°. The annihilator S' of S is {0}.

3°. FAere is a family (A"y)yer of fields such that A is isomorphic to a subring A'

ofTlyer Ky that contains 0yer A"y.

Proof. To show that 1° implies 2°, let x be a nonzero element of A. By 1°, Ax

contains a minimal ideal; let e be its identity element. Then ax = e for some ae A,

so xe^O as axe=e. Therefore x does not belong to the annihilator of the minimal

ideal Ae. Consequently, 2° holds as S' is the intersection of the annihilators of the

minimal ideals of A.

If (my)yer is the set of annihilators of the distinct minimal ideals of A, then

S" = f)yer Tny and each my is a regular maximal ideal of A by Lemma 6; conse-

quently, 2° implies 3° by Lemma 7. Finally, to show that 3° implies Io, let x—(Xy)

be a nonzero element of A', and let ß be such that A^O. Then y=(py) e © Ay,

where pe = Xj¡1 and py=0 if y^ß; clearly Ayx is an ideal isomorphic to Kß that

is contained in Ax.

Theorem 21. Let K be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure of Zp, equipped

with the discrete topology. Let B be a commutative semisimple indiscrete straight

locally compact K-algebra that contains a compact open subring V such that the

ideal generated by V is B itself, and let S be the socle of B. Then B is topologically

isomorphic to a locally compact K-algebra B' defined by a family of K-ingredients

(ATy)ysr, (rn)n6o, (Fn)ni0, (°y)yzr such that 5'2 0yer Ay if and only if the annihilator

S' of Sis {0}.

Proof. The condition is necessary by Lemma 8.

Sufficiency. Let (tny)yer be the annihilators of the distinct minimal ideals of A.

By hypothesis, Dyer my={0}. By Lemma 6, each my is a regular maximal ideal.

Also, my={xeA : xey=0} where ey is the identity element of the minimal ideal

annihilated by my, so my is closed. Consequently (my)yer satisfies the conditions

given in the proof of Theorem 19, and the result follows by that theorem and

Lemma 7.

Theorem 22. Let K be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure of Zp, equipped

with the discrete topology. Let A be a commutative semisimple indiscrete straight

locally compact K-algebra, and let S be the socle of A. Then A is the topological

direct product of a discrete commutative semisimple K-algebra and a K-algebra

topologically isomorphic to a locally compact algebra B' defined by a family of

K-ingredients (Ky)yer, (rn)ng0, (Fn)nä0, (°y)yer such that 7i'2©yer A"y if and only

if the annihilator of the annihilator of S is an open ideal.
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Proof. Let 5" be the annihilator of S, S" the annihilator of S'.

Necessity. Let A be the topological direct product of an ideal B topologically

isomorphic to B' and a discrete ideal C. As B has an identity element, every ideal

of B is an ideal of A, so the socle of B is S n B. Let z = x+y e S', where xe B,

yeC. Then for all s e S n B, 0=zs=xs+ys=xs, so x belongs to the annihilator

in B of the socle of B, and hence x=0 by Theorem 21. Thus S"£C, so S" 2 B,

which is open as C and hence also A/B are discrete.

Sufficiency. As S" is an open ideal of A, S" is semisimple, indiscrete, and locally

compact. By Theorem 20, S" is the topological direct product of a discrete ideal

Cx and an indiscrete ideal B containing a compact open subring V that possesses

the identity element e of B. As Cx and hence S"jB are discrete, B is open in S"

and hence in A. As in the proof of Theorem 20, A is the topological direct product

of B and C={x—xe : xe A}, and C is discrete. By Theorem 21, it remains for us

to show that the annihilator S'0 in B of the socle S0 of B is {0}. As B has an identity

element, every ideal of B is an ideal of A, so S0 = S n B. If x e S'0 and if a is a

minimal ideal of A, then by Lemma 6 either as So, in which case xa = {0}, or

açC, in which case xacBC={0}. Therefore S'0 = S' n BçS' n S"={0}.

Theorem 23. Let A be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure of Zv, equipped

with the discrete topology. Let A be a commutative semisimple indiscrete straight

locally compact K-algebra that contains a compact open subring V such that the

ideal generated by V is A itself, and let S be the socle of A. Then A is topologically

isomorphic to the locally compact full K-algebra A' defined by a family of K-ingredi-

ents (Ay)yer, (r„)„g0, (Fn)ng0, (<7y)y£r where each Fn is finite if and only if S is

dense in A.

Proof. If the socle of A is dense, clearly its annihilator is {0}. Hence by Theorem

21 it suffices to prove that if B is a locally compact algebra defined by a family

of A-ingredients (A"y)y6r, (rn)nà0, (Fn)nSo, (cry)yer such that B^@yer Ky, then each

rn is finite if and only if the socle 5 of B is dense. Clearly S=@yer Ky.

Necessity. Let x = (xy) e B, and let (zn) g finio Fn and m^O be such that for

all n>m, oy(zn) = xy for all y g Fn. For each k^O let ek be the idempotent of B

whose yth component is 1 or 0 according as y e Fk or y $ Fk. Then for each q > m,

2£=o xek e S as r0,..., Fq are finite, and x-2k = o xek e V(l -2? = o ek). There-

fore as (V(l— 2? = o ek))qio is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero,

S is dense in B.

Sufficiency. Let n^0. Then there exists y = (yy) e S such that

en-yev(l- £ «*)•
\ fc = 0       /

Consequently yy= 1 for all y g Fn, so r„ is finite as S=0yer Ay.

Theorem 24. Let A be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure of Zp, equipped

with the discrete topology. Let A be a commutative semisimple indiscrete straight
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locally compact K-algebra, and let S be the socle of A. Then A is the topological

direct product of a discrete commutative semisimple K-algebra and a K-algebra

topologically isomorphic to the full locally compact algebra B' defined by a family

of K-ingredients (ATy)yer, (rn)nSo, (Fn)na0, (tfy)yer where each Fn is finite if and only

if the closure S~ofS is an open ideal.

Proof. Necessity. Let A be the topological direct product of an ideal B topo-

logically isomorphic to B' and a discrete ideal C. As B has an identity element,

every ideal of B is an ideal of A, so the socle of B is B n S. By Theorem 23,

(B n S)~ =B. As C and hence also A/B are discrete, B is open; therefore (B n S)~

and hence also S~ are neighborhoods of zero, so S" is an open ideal.

Sufficiency. As S~ is an open ideal of A, S~ is semisimple, indiscrete, and locally

compact. By Theorem 20, 5" is the topological direct product of a discrete ideal

Ci and an indiscrete ideal B containing a compact open subring F that possesses

the identity element e of B. As Cx and hence S~/B are discrete, B is open in S~

and hence in A. As in the proof of Theorem 20, A is the topological direct product

of B and C={x—xe : x e A}, and C is discrete. By Theorem 23, it suffices to

show that the socle S0 of B is dense in B. As B has an identity element, every ideal

of B is an ideal of A, so S0 = S n B. As B is open, B=S~ n Bç(S n B)-=S<j.

Thus S0 is dense in B.

Definition. A commutative topological A-algebra A is strongly semisimple if

for every nonzero xe A there is a continuous homomorphism u from A into the

topological A-algebra A such that u(x)^0.

Theorem 25. Let K be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure of Zp, equipped

with the discrete topology. Let B be an indiscrete straight locally compact K-algebra

that contains a compact open subring V such that the ideal generated by V is B itself

and let S be the socle of B. Then B is commutative and strongly semisimple if and only

if B is topologically isomorphic to a locally compact K-algebra B' defined by a family

of K-ingredients (Ky)y¿r, (rn)n6o, (Fn)ni0, (oy)yer such that Ky = K for all yeF.

Moreover, the family of K-ingredients may be so chosen that F'2©yer Ky if and

only if the annihilator of S is {0}, and it may be so chosen that each Fn is finite if

and only if S is dense.

Proof. Necessity. The assertion follows from Theorem 20, for we may take as

our family (my)ysr of closed regular maximal ideals those that are the kernels of

nonzero continuous homomorphisms from F onto K. Moreover, if the annihilator

of S is {0}, we need only consider the family of kernels of continuous homo-

morphisms from F onto K that take some minimal idempotent into 1.

Sufficiency. As each Ky = K, the projections are clearly continuous homo-

morphisms from B' onto K, and the intersection of their kernels is {0}.

Theorem 26. Let K be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure of Zp, equipped

with the discrete topology. Let A be a commutative strongly semisimple indiscrete
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straight locally compact K-algebra, and let S be the socle of A. Then A is the topo-

logical direct product of a discrete commutative strongly semisimple K-algebra and a

K-algebra topologically isomorphic to a locally compact algebra B' defined by a

family of K-ingredients (Ay)yer, (r„)„ao, (F„)n6o, (<Ty)yer such that Ky = K for all

y g T. Moreover, the family may be so chosen that 5'2@rer A"y if and only if the

annihilator of the annihilator of S is open, and it may be so chosen that each Fn is

finite if and only if S~ is open.

The proof is similar to those of Theorems 20, 22, and 24.

We shall next characterize those families of A-ingredients that determine com-

pactly generated algebras.

Lemma 9. Let K be an infinite discrete absolutely algebraic field of prime charac-

teristic. If A is a commutative, straight, locally compact, compactly generated

K-algebra, then A contains a compact open subring W that generates the vector

space A.

Proof. By [10, Lemma 4], A contains a compact open subring V; let F be the

subspace generated by V. Then F is a subalgebra of finite codimension by Theorem

12. Assume that F=£A. By induction it suffices to show that there is a compact

open subring W that generates a subspace properly containing F Let a $ F.

Since A/F is finite-dimensional, there exist Xx, ...,XmeK such that Am/0 and

2,"li Ai(ai + F) = F. Therefore 2."*= i V e F, so there exist ft, ...,ßneK and

vx,...,vne F such that
m n

2 Aißi = 2 p*vk-
i=l Jc=l

Let L be the (finite) subfield of A generated by Xx,...,Xm, ft, ...,ft. Then

F' = 2aeLa- F is a compact open subring containing F, and L.V'Q V. Conse-

quently, W=V +V'a+ ■ ■ ■ + V'am+L.a+ ■ ■ ■ +L.am is a compact open sub-

group of A ; moreover, V W^, W and L. W<^ W. To prove that IF is a subring,

therefore, it suffices to prove that an e W for all n ̂  1. Assume that ak e W for all

k<n, where n>m. Let H' = 2im=i A,af. Then as w = 2ü = i ßkvk, we V. Therefore

m

2 A¡ai + n-m = wan~m,
i=i

so
m-l

an = X-1wan-m-X~1 2 X{ai + n-m eL.V'W+L.W^W.

: = 1

Let A be a subfield of the algebraic closure Q. of Zp. For each m^Owe shall

denote by rm the automorphism x -> xpm of Í2, and for each /= 2£ = o ak%k e K[X]

we shall denote by fm the polynomial 2iUo Tm(ak)Xk- Clearly fm e K[X].

Lemma 10. Let K be a subfield and F a finite subfield of the algebraic closure Í2

of Zv, let m ̂  0, let L be the intersection of Kn F with the fixed field of rm, and let
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c be a generator of the multiplicative group F*. Then K and F are linearly disjoint

over L if and only if for every fe K[X], iff(Tm(c)) = 0, thenf(c) = 0.

Proof. Necessity. Suppose that there exists fe K[X] such that f(rm(c)) = 0 and

/(c)=¿0. The minimal polynomial/ of rm(c) over A then satisfies A(rm(c))=0,

/(c)^O, so we may assume that /=/. By hypothesis, [F : L] = [K(F) : K]

[1, Proposition 4, p. 79]. But rm(c) is a generator of F*, so A(F) = A(rm(c)) and

F=L(c). Thus as [7(c) : 7] = [A(rm(c)) : A], the minimal polynomial g of c over

7 has the same degree as/ Let g=2£=o otkXk eL[X]. Then

s s

g(jm(c)) =   2   akTm(c)k =   2   Tm(ak)Tm{cf~

= Tm(¿«fcCfc)  = rm(0) = 0.
\k = 0 I

Hence as g g K[X], g=f so f(c)=g(c)=0, a contradiction.

Sufficiency. Let g=2fc=oßJcA''c be the minimal polynomial of c over K, and let

/be the minimal polynomial of rm(c) over K. Now

Í.W«)) = rm(g(c)) = tb(0) = 0,

so by hypothesis gm(c)=0. As deg gm = degg, therefore gm=g. Consequently,

the coefficients of g belong to the fixed field of rm. Moreover, c is a primitive qth

root of unity where q + 1 is the order of F, so g divides the cyclotomic polynomial

of index q; therefore every root of g in Q is a power of c, and consequently the

coefficients of g belong to Zp(c)=F. Hence geL[X], and thus g is the minimal

polynomial of c over 7. As F=7(c) and K(F) = K(c),

[F:L] = degL c = r = deg* c = [A(F) : A"],

so Fand AT are linearly disjoint over 7 [1, Proposition 4, p. 79].

Lemma 11. 7er K be a subfield and F a finite subfield of the algebraic closure Í2

of Zp, let (aJisicSn Ae a sequence of distinct automorphisms of F, let A be the

K-algebra K(F)n, the cartesian product ofn copies of K(F), and let V={(ox(x),...,

an(x)) : x e F}, a subfield of A isomorphic to F. The subspace B of A generated by

V is a subalgebra, and B=A if and only if for all distinct i,je [1, «], Kand Fare not

linearly disjoint over the intersection of K with the fixed field ofai~1aj.

Proof. As Fis a subfield of A, B is clearly closed under multiplication and hence

is a subalgebra. Let c be a generator of the multiplicative group F*. Now each

<jk is the restriction to F of rmk for some mk^0 [I, Proposition 5, p. 170]. By

Lemma 10, the condition is therefore equivalent to the assertion that if ij&j, there

exists fe K[X] such that f(at~ ̂ (c))) = 0 and/(c)^0. If /=2k=o **X* e K[X],

if ae F and if m è 0, then for any automorphism a of F,

/„(<*«)) = rJi «*T¿\oia)r) = rn(f(r-\o(a)))).
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Consequently, our condition is equivalent to the following: (*) If i=£j, there exists

g e K[X] such that g(ot(c))^0 and g(oj(c))=0. Clearly

B = {(M°i(f)), ■ ■ ;&»(?))) : g e K[X]}

as every nonzero element of Fis a power of c. Hence if B=A, then (*) holds.

It remains for us to show that (*) implies that B=A. By (*), if ijkj, there exists

at] e B whose ith component is not zero but whose y'th component is zero. Hence

a¡ = fl;#i au is an element of B whose ¡th component a¡ is its only nonzero com-

ponent. As a¡ is algebraic over A and as A"(F) = A(ct,(c)), there exist X0,..., Xse K

such that ai~1 = 2k=o Kai(c)k> whence

s

e, = (0,.... 0, 1, 0,.... 0) = a, 2 K{"x(.c), .. -, °n(c))k e B.
k = 0

Consequently if ß e K(F), there exist p0,..., pr e A such that ß = '2k=0pkoi(c)k,

whence
r

(0.0, ft 0.0) = et 2 /*fc(°i(c), • • -, °Á.c))keB.
k = 0

Therefore B=A.

Theorem 27. Let K be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure of Zv, equipped

with the discrete topology. If A is a commutative semisimple indiscrete straight

locally compact K-algebra, then A is compactly generated if and only if A is topo-

logically isomorphic to the full locally compact algebra defined by a family of

K-ingredients (Ay)yer, (r„)nä0, (F„)n6o, (<7y)ysr satisfying the following conditions:

1°. For each n^0, y-> oy is an injection from Fn into Aut Fn; hence Fn is finite

for each n^0.

2°. For each n^0, Ky = K(Fn)for all y e Fn.

3°. For each n^0, if ß and y are distinct members of Fn, then A and Fn are not

linearly disjoint over the intersection of K with the fixed field ofoB1oy.

Proof. First, assume that A is a commutative, semisimple, indiscrete, straight,

locally compact, compactly generated A-algebra. By Lemma 9, A contains a compact

open subring Fthat generates the vector space A. In particular, A is the ideal gener-

ated by V, so by Theorem 19 we may assume that A is a locally compact algebra

defined by a family of A-ingredients (Ay)y6r, (rn)„ao, (F„)n6o, (oy)yer and that the

ring F defined by this family generates A. If there were distinct a, ß g r„ such that

aa~aB, then xtt=xB for all (xy) e V and hence also for each (xy) e A, the vector

space generated by V, in contradiction to the definition of an algebra defined by

a family of A-ingredients. Consequently, Io holds. Moreover, as A is the vector

space generated by F, Ay is clearly K(Fn) for all y g rn.

To complete the proof, therefore, it suffices to show that if 1° and 2° hold, then

3° holds if and only if F generates A, where F is the ring and A the full algebra

defined by this family. For each n^ 0 let en be the idempotent whose yth component
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is 1 or 0 according as y e Fn or y $ Fn. By the definition of A, for each ae A there

exists «2^0 such that a is the sum of elements belonging to Ae0,..., Aem, and F.

Consequently as Aen n V— Ven, V generates A if and only if Fe„ generates Aen

for all «3:0. But since Aen is canonically isomorphic to the cartesian product

of a finite number of copies of the A-algebra K(Fn), Ven generates Aen for all

n^Oif and only if 3° holds by Lemma 11.

Corollary. An indiscrete straight locally compact K-algebra A is commutative,

strongly semisimple, and compactly generated if and only if A is topologically

isomorphic to the full locally compact algebra defined by a family of K-ingredients

(Ky)yeT, (rn)n6o, (Fn)ni0, (oy)yer satisfying the following conditions:

1°. For each «^0, y —> ay is an injection from Fn into Aut Fn.

2°. Ky = KforallyeF.

Proof. If F2 0y6r Ay, then for each y g F, B contains a subfield isomorphic

to A,, so B is strongly semisimple if and only if Ky = K for all y g F. The assertion

therefore follows from Theorem 27.

In general, we cannot expect too close a relationship between two families of

A-ingredients defining isomorphic locally compact algebras. Indeed, if F is a

locally compact algebra defined by (Ay)yer, (rn)në0, (F„)n6o, (CTy)yer and if B does

not contain 0yer Ay, then by Lemma 7 F may contain a subset F' whose complement

is infinite such that B is isomorphic to a locally compact algebra defined by a

family of AT-ingredients whose family of field extensions of K is indexed by F'.

Consequently, we shall confine our attention to algebras defined by a family of

A-ingredients that contain the outer direct sum of the family of field extensions

that is part of the given family of A-ingredients.

Definition. Let K be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure Q. of Zp.

An equivalence of a family of A-ingredients (Ay)yEr, (rn)n6o, (Fn)ni0, (oy)ver

with a family of A-ingredients (7¿)aeA, (A„)nÈ0, (Hn)nio, (tó)ósa is a quadruple

(<t>, (Aô)asA, >/>'■ M' -> M, (ps)seM-) satisfying the following conditions:

1°. </> is a bijection from A onto F.

2°. For all 8 e A, h6 is a AT-isomorphism from K<¡,w onto Lb.

3°. M and M' are subsets of the natural numbers N whose complements are

finite.

4°. >¡i is a bijection from M' onto M such that rif(s) = ^(As) and F1/r(s) = 77s for

all s e M'.

5°. For each s e M', ps is an automorphism of Fiis) satisfying

To ° Ps  =  h o 0-í((i)

for all 8 e As.

Two families of A-ingredients are equivalent if there is an equivalence between

them.
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Theorem 28. Let K be an infinite subfield of the algebraic closure 0. of Zp. Let

B be a locally compact algebra and V the ring defined by a family of K-ingredients

(Ky)yer, (rn)nä0, (Fn)nào, K)ysr sucn inat B^®rerKr> and let B' oe a locally

compact algebra and V the ring defined by a family of K-ingredients (L6)6eA,

(A„)„ao, (#n)nào, (Tô)t>eA such that B' 2©deAF¿. If h is a topological isomorphism

from B onto B', then there is an equivalence ((/>, (nó)aeA, <fi: M' -> M, (p¿)seM) of these

two families of K-ingredients such that

K(xy)) = (hi(x0Uy))

for all (xy) eB. Conversely, if (</>, (hó)6eA, \}>: M' —> M, (ps)seM) is an equivalence

of these two families of K-ingredients, then h : (xy) -> (h^x^J) is a topological

isomorphism from B onto a locally compact algebra defined by (L6)éeA, (An)n6o,

(Hn)nio, (^o)éeA that contains ©teA L6.

Proof. For each y g F, let ey be the idempotent of B whose yth component is 1

and whose remaining components are 0; similarly, we define e'óeB' for each

S e A. For each i 2:0, let et e V be the idempotent whose yth component is 1 or 0

according as y g r( or y £ r¡; similarly we define e[ e V. The minimal idempotents

of B are clearly the idempotents ey where y g F, and the minimal idempotents of

B' are similarly the idempotents e'6 where 8 e A. Hence as n is an algebraic iso-

morphism, there is a bijection </> from A onto F such that h(e,¡,{i)) = e'ô for all S g A.

Then for each S g A, n(5e^,(ä)) = B'e'ô, so

h = pr¿ ° h o in0W)

is a A"-isomorphism from K#w onto Lö, where in^(d) is the canonical injection from

K0W into B, prd the canonical projection from B' onto Lô, since iniW) is actually a

A-isomorphism from K$w onto BeMÓ) and prs is a A-isomorphism from B'e'6

onto L6.

We shall next prove that for each (xy) e B,

K(Xy)) = (hà(xwy)).

Let x=(xy), and let (y6)=h(x). For each S g A,

prô(h(eW)x)) = pr6(h(in<nô)(xw))))

— h0(x,¡,w),

and also

nrô(h(eéi6)x)) = pr4(A(e,M,)Ä(x)) = pr¿(ej) ■ pr4(A(*)) = l-y6.

Thus h((xy)) = (hi(x<HÔ))).

We observe next that h(et) is the idempotent of B' whose Sth component is 1

or 0 according as 8e</>~1(Fi) or 8^</>~1(Fi). Indeed, n(e¡) is an idempotent of

B', so there is a subset AJ of A such that the 8th component of h(e¡) is 1 or 0 accord-

ing as S g A; or 8 £ AJ. Thus 8 g AJ if and only if h(e^)e'6 = e'6, or equivalently, if
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and only if eih~\é0) = h~1(éô), that is, if and only if e,eÍW) = e(í(ó), or finally, if

and only if </>(8) e r¡. Hence A¡ = <£-1(rj). Similarly, A_1(e¡) is the idempotent of

B whose yth component is 1 or 0 according as y g <t>(A¡) or y £ <£(A¡).

For each z'îîO let

Ji = {k ^ 0 : 4>-\rj n A, * 0},      j; = {k ä 0 : <¿(Afc) n r, ¿ 0}.

Suppose that 7, were infinite. Then by the preceding there would exist a strictly

increasing sequence of integers (kr)rio such that A(efcr)e¡^0 for all r^O. Let

fr=h(ekr)e[. If r^s, then frf¡=h(ekreka)e[=0, so (/')r6o would be a sequence of

distinct idempotents in B'e[, which is discrete as 73'e,' n F'(l — 2l=o s'k)={0}.

But as (V(l — 2fc = o ̂ fc))mao is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in F,

ekr ->0, so fr — h(ekr)e[ ->0, a contradiction. Therefore 7( is finite, and similarly

7/ is finite.

As A is a topological isomorphism, there exists m èï 0 such that A(K(1 — 2"=o eu)

£r" and F'(l-2im=oeD=A(F). Let

M = /V-([0, «j] u 70 u • • • u 7m),       AT = 7V-([0, m] u 7¿ u • • • u /¿).

We shall prove that for each re M there is a unique se M' such that Tr = ^(As).

Indeed, let r e M. Then there exists 5^0 such that As n (^(r,.)^ 0. Consequently

rG7s, so 5>ot, and thus e¡ g F'(l—2™=o «D=A(F). Therefore as A-1(e¡)eF

and as <£(AS) n rr = ^(As n <¿_1(rr))^0, Trç^(As) by the preceding discussion

of the idempotents A " 1(e[) and the definition of V. As r > «z, er e F(l — 2™= 0 ̂ )>

so A(er)G V. Therefore as As n ^.-1(rr)^0, Ass<iW(rr) by the preceding dis-

cussion of the idempotents A(e¡) and the definition of V. Hence Tr = <£(AS) ; in

particular, <f>(As) n r¡=0 if ;>r and hence if iSm, so s$J'Q u • • • u7¿,. Thus

5 g M'. Clearly s is unique. Similarly, for each s e M' there is a unique r e M

such that As = ^_1(rr). Hence there is a bijection 4> from M' onto A/ such that

r^s)=^(A5)forall5GA/'.

Let seM'. Then h(Betis)) = B'h(e^s)) = B'e's since ^_1(r^(s)) = As. As ifi(s)>m,

Fe^(s)= Fe^(s)(l -2í"=o «t)S F(l-2f-o e«), whence

KVe*w) S F' n 5'ei = V'e's.

Similarly, as 5>«j, A_1(F'e¡)£ Fe^,(s). Therefore h(Ve^,s))=V'e's. To show that

F|KS) = 77s, let y g T^(s) and S g As. Then the restriction to Ve#,s) of the canonical

projection pry from B onto ATy is an isomorphism from Fe^,(s) onto F„,(5), and

similarly (pr¿ | V'e's) is an isomorphism from V'e's onto 77s. Hence as A( Fe^,)

= F'eá, (pra I F'eQ ° A ° (pry | Fe^(S))_1 is an isomorphism from FHs) onto 77s.

Thus F^(s) and 77s are finite subfields of Q having the same number of elements,

so F„,(s) = 77s. To prove 5° of the Definition, let 8S be some member of As. Then

</>(8s) e <¿(AS) = r^(s), so Aä(F^(s)) is a subfield of Là having the same number of

elements as F„,(s) = 77s and hence is identical with 775. Therefore

ps = tTs1 °K °°<p(ôs)
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is an automorphism of F#is). We shall prove that for any S g As,

Ta ° Ps = hó ° aw»

Let z e F^, and let xy = oy(z) for all y g r^(s), xy = 0 for all y £ r^(s). Then

(xy) e Fev(s), so h((xy)) e V'e'„ that is, (h0(xéW)) e V'e's. Hence there exists z' e Hs

= FlKs) such that hi(xiii)) = r6(zr) for all 8 g As. In particular, z" = rBt\h6t(xw,y)).

Therefore

(T6 ° Ps)(z)   =   TôT^hiO^^z)   =   TsT^hiXx^-,)

= t6(z') = hó(x0ii)) = h6(o^6)(z)).

The proof of the converse offers no difficulty.
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